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Create Your Own
(a little something for the weaver

 

 

An etui is a French term (pronounced é

ornamental case used for small articles, such as sewing needles.  

etui was in an antique store over 30 years ago.  I was captivated

a beautiful filigree design around the outside.  Inside were items that could be used for sewing, including 

a small spool of thread.  I was a poor college student and couldn’t afford such an extravagant 

remembered it as being remarkable for its size, beauty

have seen variations of a sewing etui.

 

Then several years ago, I was thinking of ways to make weaving more portable and the memory of the 

sewing etui came to mind.  Why couldn’t I fashion a weaving etui

contained some simple tools and items that I could toss in my bag and take out to do a little weaving 

when time permitted.  About the same time, I used the last tea bag from a small tin and realized this was 

the perfect container to create my first weaving etui.  I selected some small items that I could use to do 

some simple needle weaving and I was on my way.  I’

frequently reaching for one.  The items I create are perfect for 

Many of the items I’ve created are awaiting their ultimate fate, but they were fun to weave and I enjoy 

just looking at them. 

 

The purpose of this article is to show

the weaver on-the-go!  Remember neatness doesn’t count; having fun does!

 

 

Step One – Select a container 

 

There are a wide variety of possibilities for 

a container.  The image to the right shows a 

selection from mint and tea tins to eye 

glass cases and gift card boxes.  One key in 

choosing a container is that it should close 

securely to ensure your items don’t fall out.  

If you have any doubt about how well your 

container will remain closed, wrap a rubber 

band around it.  If you don’t have any

handy, make a stop by your local dollar 

store and see what they may have that 

would work well as a container. 
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By Robyn Spady 

is a French term (pronounced é-twē) dating back to the early 17
th

 century.  It refers to 

ornamental case used for small articles, such as sewing needles.  The first time I remember seeing an 

etui was in an antique store over 30 years ago.  I was captivated as soon as I saw it.  It was brass and had 

iligree design around the outside.  Inside were items that could be used for sewing, including 

a small spool of thread.  I was a poor college student and couldn’t afford such an extravagant 

remembered it as being remarkable for its size, beauty, and functionality.  Since that memorable day I 

have seen variations of a sewing etui. 

Then several years ago, I was thinking of ways to make weaving more portable and the memory of the 

sewing etui came to mind.  Why couldn’t I fashion a weaving etui?  It needed to be a small case that 

contained some simple tools and items that I could toss in my bag and take out to do a little weaving 

.  About the same time, I used the last tea bag from a small tin and realized this was 

tainer to create my first weaving etui.  I selected some small items that I could use to do 

some simple needle weaving and I was on my way.  I’ve had so much fun with them

The items I create are perfect for jewelry or use as an embellishment.  

Many of the items I’ve created are awaiting their ultimate fate, but they were fun to weave and I enjoy 

article is to show the basic step-by-step to create your own weaving etu

Remember neatness doesn’t count; having fun does! 

There are a wide variety of possibilities for 

a container.  The image to the right shows a 

selection from mint and tea tins to eye 

cases and gift card boxes.  One key in 

choosing a container is that it should close 

securely to ensure your items don’t fall out.  

If you have any doubt about how well your 

container will remain closed, wrap a rubber 

If you don’t have anything 

handy, make a stop by your local dollar 

store and see what they may have that 
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century.  It refers to a small 

The first time I remember seeing an 

.  It was brass and had 

iligree design around the outside.  Inside were items that could be used for sewing, including 

a small spool of thread.  I was a poor college student and couldn’t afford such an extravagant item, but I 

Since that memorable day I 

Then several years ago, I was thinking of ways to make weaving more portable and the memory of the 

t needed to be a small case that 

contained some simple tools and items that I could toss in my bag and take out to do a little weaving 

.  About the same time, I used the last tea bag from a small tin and realized this was 

tainer to create my first weaving etui.  I selected some small items that I could use to do 

ve had so much fun with them and find myself 

jewelry or use as an embellishment.  

Many of the items I’ve created are awaiting their ultimate fate, but they were fun to weave and I enjoy 

weaving etui perfect for 
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Step Two – Prepare your weaving etui 

case 

 

The first thing I do with my case is make 

sure a small pair of scissors fits inside.  I 

then include one or two tapestry needles.  I 

prefer metal tins because I can put magnet 

inside.  These are handy for keeping the 

scissors and needles from falling out. 

case is too small for a pair of scissors or 

you prefer to avoid attention from TSA 

security personnel, include a small thread 

cutter.  For example, in the image to the 

right, the small mint tin was too small for a 

pair of scissors so I put a ladybug thread 

cutter inside.  This is the kind that is 

designed to be applied to the side of a 

sewing machine.  It had a sticky back on it 

and was perfect for the small mint tin.  

Magnets come in different shapes and sizes 

and can be found at craft stores, including 

magnetic sheets that have a sticky back on 

them and can be easily cut down to size 

and applied to the inside of the case.

 

Step Three – Make your “loom” 

 

Perhaps “loom” is not quite accurate, but 

you can easily make a small frame to 

weave on.  I use heavy wire and often cut 

wire hangers up using a pair of heavy wire 

cutters.  One wire hanger creates 4-5 

different shapes.  If you use wire that is 

smaller than 18 gauge wire (the larger the 

number, the smaller the wire), I 

recommend doubling it.  This will reduce 

the chance of the shape becoming distorted 

while you weave. 

 

After I cut the wire, I then take a pair of 

pliers and bend it into a shape.  I like 

irregular shapes, especially triangles.  

Don’t worry if the surface of the wire is a 

little rough or you gouge it while bending it 

because you’re going to cover it. It helps if 

the ends overlap a bit to hold the shape 

together. 
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Prepare your weaving etui 

The first thing I do with my case is make 

sure a small pair of scissors fits inside.  I 

then include one or two tapestry needles.  I 

prefer metal tins because I can put magnet 

inside.  These are handy for keeping the 

scissors and needles from falling out.  If the 

case is too small for a pair of scissors or 

prefer to avoid attention from TSA 

security personnel, include a small thread 

to the 

the small mint tin was too small for a 

g thread 

cutter inside.  This is the kind that is 

designed to be applied to the side of a 

sewing machine.  It had a sticky back on it 

and was perfect for the small mint tin.  

Magnets come in different shapes and sizes 

uding 

magnetic sheets that have a sticky back on 

them and can be easily cut down to size 

and applied to the inside of the case. 

On the left is a tea tin with stork scissors and a blunt tip tapestry 

needle held in place with magnets.  On the right is a s

tin with a ladybug thread cutter, tapestry needle, and magnet. 

Perhaps “loom” is not quite accurate, but 

you can easily make a small frame to 

weave on.  I use heavy wire and often cut 

of heavy wire 

5 

different shapes.  If you use wire that is 

smaller than 18 gauge wire (the larger the 

recommend doubling it.  This will reduce 

the chance of the shape becoming distorted 

wire, I then take a pair of 

pliers and bend it into a shape.  I like 

irregular shapes, especially triangles.  

Don’t worry if the surface of the wire is a 

little rough or you gouge it while bending it 

cover it. It helps if 

bit to hold the shape 

The image above shows an intact wire hanger and four shapes 

made from a single wire hanger that are the appropriate size for 

a pendant or brooch.
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On the left is a tea tin with stork scissors and a blunt tip tapestry 

needle held in place with magnets.  On the right is a small mint 

tin with a ladybug thread cutter, tapestry needle, and magnet.  

 
The image above shows an intact wire hanger and four shapes 

made from a single wire hanger that are the appropriate size for 

a pendant or brooch. 
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Step Four – Prepare your yarn 

 

Wrap your yarn onto something that will 

help you control it.  To the right are the 

most common methods I use.  I often use 

knitting bobbins or embroidery floss cards.  

If the frame I created is too small to allow 

either of these to pass through, I will make 

a small bobbin from a strip of cover stock 

paper or a 3” x 5” card folded up and cut 

notches out of each end.  

 

Step Five – Cover your loom’s frame

 

Keep tension on the yarn and wrap it 

around the wire frame.  I often start where 

the wire frame ends overlap and start by 

wrapping over the end of the yarn to 

conceal it.  This covers the raw ends and 

ensures your shape is what you want.  You 

may find it necessary to push the yarn 

wraps firmly against each other as you 

wrap them around so they won’t slip 

slide.   

 

Step Six – Warp your loom frame 

 

After the frame has been wrapped, go back

and-forth with the yarn to create your warp.

These warp ends will tend to stay in place 

with a yarn that has a little texture to it.  If 

you’re using a really smooth yarn, it may 

slide a bit.  If you want to secure it into 

place, place a tiny amount of E6000 (an 

epoxy-like adhesive available at craft 

stores) to secure it into place so it won’t 

shift while you’re weaving 
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After the frame has been wrapped, go back-

forth with the yarn to create your warp.  
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Step Seven – Weave the weft yarn(s)

 

Using a tapestry needle, weave your yarns 

through the warp.  To beat the weft into 

place, use your tapestry needle or a very 

small fork. 

 

Step Eight – Finish your project 

 

When you’ve completed weaving, tie off 

the yarn on the backside and Voila! . . . 

You’re done!  If you like, you can 

embellish your woven piece.  The two 

items to the right were embellished by 

sewing beads onto the surface (turquoise 

beads were added to the blue pendant and 

black beads were added to the amber 

brooch).  The item on the left was made 

with a loop in the top so a cord could go 

through it and it could be worn as a 

pendant.  The item on the right had a pin 

back sewn to the backside to create a 

brooch. 
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place, use your tapestry needle or a very 
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. . . 
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were embellished by 

(turquoise 

beads were added to the blue pendant and 

black beads were added to the amber 

.  The item on the left was made 

with a loop in the top so a cord could go 
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